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ON THE APPROXIMATION OF POSITIONAL CONTROL PROBLEMS* 

A. I. KOROTKII 

Conditions for the approximation of positional control problems for contrallable 
systems of sufficiently general form are discussed, covering, in particular, certain 
classes of distributed-parameter plants. The constructions are based on the results 
in /l-6/. Analogous questions for programmed control problems were examined, for 
instance, in /7-14/, and for positional control problems, in /1,6/. In contrast 
to the approximation scheme proposed by Krasovskii for general evolution systems /l/, 
the resolving strategies in the present paper do not depend upon the accuracy E. 
In contrast to /6/ a more general case is examined inclusing, in particular, approx- 
imation by the Galerkin method and by the difference method of straight lines. 

1. We assume that a contrallable dynamic system Z is defined, on the time interval T = 
[t,. 6 1. to<+, and in a metric space X (with metric p), by an operator Y associating with 

each (l,, t,) C T. z E X. u C P (tl, t,l, u E Q (tl, t,l a unique element y 01% t, t,, u, u) E x. Here 
p(t,, t,] (Q(tl, t,]) is the set of first (second) player's actions, admissible on (t,. t,] /l/, 

with the properties: the actions U (1~) on (ti, tzi define for every t E (t,, tJ the actions 

u (h, rl (u (t,, r)) and u (t. t,) (u(t. ill) on (t,, t] and (T,&), respectively, and, conversely, the 
actions a1 (ul) on (t,. z) and the actions ap(vI) on (r. t,] define the actions u1 + u1 (ul + us) on 

(tl, &I. Operator y possesses the semigroup property 

y (tl. 5. t,. UI + a*> s1+ v*) = 'I' (r, y (t,, 2, T, s1. v1), t,, 118, UJ 

A rule U(V) associating with each triple {tl, t,, z), t, < t, (t, <6, zE X , an element 
u (tl, &, 2) E P (t,, t,) (1' (tl, t,, r) E Q (tl, &I) is called the first (second) player's strategy. A 

function 'p: It,, e1+ x with the properties 

cp (t*) = x*, for t E (Tj, Tj+11, j = 0,. . ., m - 1 , Cp (t) i Y (TI, CF (TJ), t, “I (T), 11, VI (Tjy tl) 

is called a motion from position {f*, r*)t t*E T, X*E X, corresponding to strategy U(53 and 
to the partitioning A = {Tj, j = O,..., m (A) / t, = T,, ( . . (T,, = 6) of the interval it*, 8). 
The set of all motions corresponding to an initial position {t,, se), a strategy u(v), and 
a partitioning A is denoted by the symbol D (t*,z,, U(V), A). In the space T x X of positions 
we introduce the metric Q ({t, I), {T Y)) = ( t t - 7 1’ + p (I, y)“)“’ and, if M is a set from T X X, 
then 

’ ({” x)9 M, = ,ri;;GM(J ({t, x), {T, Y)) 

Let sets M and N from T x X be specified. 

Problem 1.1. For given 
e>U a 

(&,,Q),iCf, N find a strategy V with the property: for any 
6 >O can be found such that for every cp E D &x0, U, A),dA gS we can find t E T 

for which 

(J (0, cp (1)). M)< E (1.1) 

c ((T, Cp (r)), N) < e, t, < T < t (1.2) 

Problem 1.2. For given {to, 2g), M, N find a strategy V with the property: there exist 
s > 0, 6 > 0 such that the contact condition (l.l), (1.2) is excluded for every 
V, A), dA Q 8 - Here dA = max (T,+~ - Tj) j = 0,. . ., m - I}. 

cp~ D (t,,, x0, 

2. Assume that a certain sequence (2,) of controllable dynamic systems exists in the 
sense of the above-mentioned definition. System Xi is specified on interval T in a metric 
space Xi (with metric pi) with a semigroup operator Yt mapping each (tl, t,l C T, Xi F Xi, aE 
P (tl, t,l, c' E Q (tl, t,l into xi. We construct an auxiliary sequence of controllable 
dynamic systems. System 

{Xi') 
Zf is specified on T in the metric space Xi* = X,r . . . v: Xi (with 
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of initial states be prescribed. 

Condition 1. For every number i there exists an operator Ai : Xi-X with the propert- 
ies: 

Condition 2. Far every number i the set Di of functions is equicontinuouo in t=T. 

Condition 3, FCX every number I the system &* is regular,i.e., a function kCi : 10, 
as)-+ 10, m) and a number .& > 0 exist, with the properties: 

1) Pi Cv)-cO asy+O; 
21 for: any t1 ( tz, q* and &* frcm &* &) there @xists r.6* 65 p 01, t,l G-J* E Q (ft, fzll 

such that for every uEQ(E,, 41 @EP (f,, t,t) we em find V, G 0 (tit $,I (u* E P (tl, t& with 
th I=clperr~es: for every 84 E P @I,, t*f fi f Q @I, t*l) 

Pi* Iri* (tt7 xi*7 49 2.P (U), U(V*)), Yi*(t,, &*, tg, i4 (US, U* (0)))’ <Pi* (;ri’, yi*)2.bti”*pr’) + /hi (t2 - C,).(t, - tJ 
An action u* (v*) Fs called an extremal action of the first ~second) player, correspond- 

ing to the collection {G, t9, zPF y,+}. W.kthout loss of generality we reckon that fox eve* i 
the function Plr iS lnonotonic and that the fnequalitfes 

pf iv) d Pici (717 Lf < Lt*i 

are valid. For the sequence h} crE initial stated there exists, by virtue cf Condition 1, 
a positive sequence {a~}, aI -0 as i + co, such that p (AiSOir r,) <a, and for all t E (to, 61, 

u E p (lo, 41, LJ E QOO, @I 

p (AIYI (tot soi, f, lJ (to, El, Y&I, a, y tta, x0* k fJ f&w tlv Lf (to* HI) B ai 

wfthoatlossof generafity this sequence can be assumed monator~ic. 
We choose an arbitrary sequ%nce (qt), qi >O and ijj+O as i+ CO. Rx a 5fi-n i I 

from the number qi / 3 we determine by Condition 2 a number Er for which the corrww2nding 

values of the functions from DI, for values of argument t differing by the &mount: 61, will 
differ in metric Pi by the amount 9r i3. We choose an arbitrary sequence -{et)+ et > 0, ei a 

EifI / " ' +, > ez+O as i-t=, 2ej < min ($L, ql( /3}. Let .i?( be the set of all ptirs {u, u)EP (to, 

61 Q (hi* 61, such that the function @:T-+X defined by the relations 9 (to) = A&t, 
Q it) = A$~ (to, zOir t, u (ta, 11, u (to? tf), t, ( t < 6 hers Q-i@ Pw=rties: there exists t, E T SUCh 
that 

fl (($9 * O*)L w d % + et, u ({T, 9 (t)), NJ < czi + Ei, to < t < 6s 

We define the sets 
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they will be referred to as Problems l.li and 1.2is 

Theorem 2.1. Let (to, z,), M,N, {tO,~O~)r i = 1, 2,. . . . be specified. Then: 
1) from Conditions 1-3 follows: Problem 1.1 is solvable if and only if Problem 1.li is 

solvable for every sufficiently large i ; 
2) from Conditions 1-4 follows: either Problem 1.1 or Problem 1.2 is solvable for sys- 

tem z: 
3) from the Conditions l- 3 and statement 2) follows: Problem 1.2 is solvable if and 

only if Problem 1.2i is solvable for at least one number i. 
The theorem's proof relies on the construction of a sequence of Singular LiapUnOV func- 

tionals iii: t X D (t) X Xi* + IO, w), i = 1, 2,. . ., /2-55/. Before we indicate the strategies 
resolving the problems we introduce certain additional definitions. BY F (tl. z, t,, y), where 
t, < t, < t, < 6, z, y E X, we denote the set of all pairs (ul v) E p (tl, &I x Q (tl, t2] such that 

y @I, t, t,, UL, V) = y. We define the functional hi : hi (to, zo, zi*) = pi* (toi*, zi+)2 and, for t E 

(ta, 6) 1 hi (t, 2, zi*) = F(l 5: +) Pi* Cyi*9 ftO* &i*, t* 24 U), Zi*) a 
. 1 

From Condition 3 follows: for any t, '2 t,, s E D (t,), y,* E Di* (tJ 

1.i (hr y Ul, 2, t,, u* (4, v (v*)), yi* (t,, yi*, t,, u (u,), v* (v))) < hi (tl, 2, yi*).eLi+-‘*) + pi (t2 - tl).(tz - t,) 

where the actions u*, v*, u,, v* 

v), (u, v) E F (&I, co, t,, 5). 
are determined from Condition 3 with a+* = yi* (t,,zoi*,t,,u, 

A strategy U defined as follows issaidto be extremal to the set sequence {W,),Wi c_ T x xi*. 
Let 

x(t,z)=inf 
1 
fI~~-,(t)#~,f>(i_t6-t).hi(t,x,W~(t)).eLi’(B-”], b(~,~~~i(t))~ id ki(t,z,z) 

ZEWi(l) 

For a triple {tlv k 51, G < k, z ED (t,), such that the function x (tl, Z) is defined, we assume: 
1) i, = i, (tl, t,, z) is some number such that 

x (h, 4 c-g <"("l, 4 + (ta- tg, $>(i + t+-tl).h&(tl, 2, W&&eL~.(b-‘l) 

2) 2 = 2 (tl, t,, 2) is an element Of Wi*(t,) such that 

Ai4 (h9 z9 z, < hia (tl, 27 wi, 0,)) + pi. or - tJ*(t, - 4) 

3) U (11, t,, 4 is the first player's extremal action corresponding to the collection 
{t17 t*, Yi.” (to9 ZOi.‘, t,, u9 4, 21, (u, v) E F (to, zo, t,, 2). 

.For a triple (tl, t,, t}, tl (t,, such that zg D (tI), because the function x(t,, z) is not defin- 
ed, we assume: u (k t,, 2) is an arbitrary element of P (tl, t,l. The second player's extremal 
strategy is defined analogously. 

From Conditions 2 and 3 for system Z. ,* there follows an alternative in the game consist- 
ing of Problems l.li and 1.2i. Problem l.li is solvable if and only if 

soi*E zcOZ" (to) 

where 2: is the set of positional e-adsorptions of set Mi’ inside Ni* /2-55/. The set 
Zei (if it is not empty) is a u-stable bridge of system Xi* /2--S/, contained in Ni*r (the 

closed E-neighborhood of Ni*) and staying in Mi*e (the closed s-neighborhood of Mi*). The 
proof of these assertions is based on the ideas in /l-55/. 

The assertion in the first part of Theorem 2.1 follows from 

Lemma 2. 1. Let {to, q,}, M, IV. {to, Q) (i 2 1, 2,. .) b e specified and Conditions l-3 be ful- 
filled. Let Wi = {It* G*)*), t E TV pi* E Zzi' (t)fjDi* (t)) and soi* E WI (to) for all sufficiently 
large i. Then the startegy Ii extremal to sequence{Wi) solves Problem 1.1. 
is solvable for even one number i, 

If Problem 1.2i 
then Problem 1.1 cannot be solved. 

The assertion in the second part of Theorem 2.1 follows from the assertion in the first 
part, Condition 4, and the fact that if strategy vi* solves Problem l.2i for s- i, then 
strategy V (tr, t,, t) = Vi* (tr, t,, Ai*(t,)z) solves Problem 1.2. 
of Theorem 2.1 follows from the preceding two. 

The assertion in the third part 

3. We indicate a special case when we can manage without such a technical device as 
the construction of the auxiliary systems 2:. 
structure of systems Z* 

It is the following: systems xi have the 
i , i.e., a sequence 

such that each system 
{2*} of controllable dynamic systems exists 

ed from Z,,. ., Zi. 
Xt is constructed from 2,,,. .., 2, similarly to how Ci* was construct- 

The thing is that in this case it is sufficiently simple to construct 
a suitable operator B, :X,+, + Xi, i = 1, 2,.. with the properties 

Pi @ici+,* Bi Y,+J < Pi+, (ci+l9 Yj+l), Biyi+l (&I, ZOl+l, 6 u7 v) = y, (to, ZOi, t, U, v) 
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Example 3.1. Let system Z be described by the equations of oscillations of a homo- 
geneous string with distributed controlling loads 

zff = zFf + b (f) u (t) t c (f) v(t), L (t, 0) = I (L. 1) = 0, 1 E r, o < I < I, I; (to. 5) = 10 (E), 32 b. f) = zI (5) (3.11 

Let b, C+Q E & (0, 0, to E W%*l (0, I) (see /15/, for example, for the definitions of the spaces), 
Then, following /4,16/, we can take 

X = W*@l (0, 1) x r, (0, 1) 

An admissible action .~(a) of the first (second) player on (~,,IJ is the Lebesgue measurable 
function 

u : 01. rJ - I- Ir. PI (v : (t,, I*1 - I- Y, V]), Y (4, $7 tr. u. t') = (2 (ft..; Q. =? u* u), 21 (I*, ';I,, I, II. 0)) 
Here 

2 = I (1, E; . ..). tl < f s 4, 0 < & < 1, 2( = -*I (1, E: . ..). t, c L < t*. 0 < & < 1 

are a generalized solution of problem (3.1) /16/ (where 
ZI @I,.) = 8, I = (r(l), z@)} 

, naturally, we must set z (h,.) = =(I). 
,tl< tf tr) and its generalized derivative with respect to t. As was 

shown in /16/ 
2 = c ([ttr r,1; W*Ol (0, 0). Zl E c ([t,, J; L, (0. l)) 

Let (n, W) be a solution of the spectal problem 
oEE = - qo, 0 (0) = 0 (1) = 0 

Obviously, qi = n’aP / 1’. ot (f) = ICZ sin (n&L), i = i, 2, . . . . Then we can set 

Xi = R’ X R’, Yi (tl, Yt tzy or Y) = k (to; tll Zi9 ~9 s), 2;’ (tr; 11, q, u, p)) 
where zi (.; . ) is a solution almost everywhere of the system of ordinary differential equat- 
ions yj- = - Qiyj f tb, aj> u + CC, oj> U, 1.x i, ., i 

Yj (4) = Y’* Yj’ (4) = ZizI, *i = {Zi”‘, Zi(‘)J 

Y(*) = (qu, _, #I, ,i(a) = (zi3l. ., z,2i) 

Here (.,.) is the scalar product in .&(o.I). The example given corresponds to the special 
case being examined. In order to satisfy the corresponding analogs of Conditions 1-4, we 
should take 

zgi = (zd", zg’) , ~~ I (.I~‘, Oj), us = ‘t:a’. oj;, i = 
i. i: AiTi _  

t 

i 

j-4 

z:~w~, 4 Ifjojj 

fit = I, Ai* (t) I = (y(l), xi”‘}, .p = L+, ojj, Iioi = &), wj, 

The quantities pi,&, Y*, 9. (1,. U. are defined as in /2/ and as the sets Mi and Ni we canassume 

Mi =S {(iv SI I t E 2’. ii L- Ai* (t) I. (t. J) E ‘Wti), N< = ((t, d I t s3 2’. li = A,* (1) I. (t, I) e N] 

The problem can be analyzed analogously for a more g@neral form of hyperbolic system /4/. A 
parabolic system was analyzed in /6/. 

4. In conclusion, by example of an e-encounter problem /l/ we show one of the methods 
of constructing the a -strategy 

solving this problem. 

An e-encounter problem. Let (t,,z,},M,N be specified. For any E>O find an 

e-strategy UC with the property: 8 >0 can be found such that for any cp ED (to, x0, UC, A), 
dA<& we can find tET for which (1.1) and (1.2) are valid. 

Condition 5. For some sets M,, Ni, i = 1, 2,. .., let 

ot ({f. @t (t)I, fi[t (Nt)) + Q ({t, $ (t)). M (NJ) 

as i-coo uniformly in t E T, a E P (to, @I, v EQ(~@, 61 

$i (b) = -%i* $i (t) = Yi (to7 %X7 t, u (to* tlv U (to, tl) 

II, (to) = +ll \p (t) = I’ (to, z3. t, u (to, t1, v (to, tl), t, e t < 6 

Condition 6. For all sufficiently large i a strategy iii exists (possibly including 
among the arguments an auxiliary variable formable in a chain of controls, for example, a 
guide variable) which ensures the solution of Problem l.li (for system 21 with sets .M,,iV, 
and initial position {to. roi}), stable with respect to noise in the measurement of state zi. 

Let Ei _ & (a)>0 be the magnitude of admissible noise, corresponding to a>0 /2/. 
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Condition 7. Let Condition 6 be fulfilled, For any e>O, for all sufficiently large 
i an operator C, :X + Xi exists such that 

Pi (Ci "# (t), '$i (t)) < Ei (s) 

at once for all t E T, u EP (10, @I, ne Q&, 61. 

Theorem 4.1. Let {to, tu), M, N, {tot r,i)T MI, Ni, i = I,%. . . be specified and let Conditions 
5-l be fulfilled. Then for any s>O we can find a number i, = i,(e) such that for every 
i > i, the e -strategy 

Ut (tlT ‘*, z, = ui (t*V t,, CiZ) 

solves the e -encounter problem. 

Example 4.1. Let system I be described by the heat conduction equation for a thin 
homogeneous rod with distributed controlling forces 

2f=iE:~b(5)u(I)+e(e)Z,(1,, z (t, 0) = ; (t, I) = 0, *E T, 0 < E < 1, * (lo* E;) = 20 (6) (4.1) 

Let b, c, z0 E W'*O' (0, 1). Then following /4.15/, we can assume X = W,P1(O,l) with a metric of space 

L, (0. 0; an admissible action u(u) of the first (second) player on (tl, t21 is the Lebesgue 
measurable function 

U : (11, InI - I- I”, PI (c : (11, r,l - I- v, VI), Y (tl, 2, 12. U, c) = I (tr,.; 1,. I, U, n) 

where ;= 20, E:...). I,< t< t*,O<&< I is the generalized solution of problem (4.1) /15,16/(where, 
naturally, we should set z,(far.) = 2, f1 d t< h). As was shown in /15,16/, 2 e C (1~~. fd; W’p (0.I)). 

on IO, II we prescribe the difference grid 

.& = kh, k = 0, , i-C 1, k (it_ 1) = 1 

then we can set: X,= Hi with metric 

Pi&, Vi) I= (hjl(zi'-y$)"' 

Yi 01, 2s. f*, 0, 1’) - zi (fg f,, si, u, v), where zi(*; . ..) is a solution almost everywhere of the system of 
ordinary differential equations of the method of lines 

zi”=((Zi’)~)f+b(Ej)u+C(Ej)F, /=I. . . . . i, d (fl) = zij, *i = Is,‘. . . ., 9’) (4.2) 

Let M and A' be boundedsets from T x Wzol(O,Z). In order to satisfy Condition 5 we set 

Mi = ((t, I*) I I E T, *i = Gil, {r, t) E M), Ni = ({f,~i) I f E T, Y = CP: (1,~) E NJ, Ciz = (+(&I), .( z (Ei)) (4.3) 

Obviously, Condition 6 satisfiestheprocedureof control with a guide if zone Wi(Lo)r where Wi 
is the set of positional absorptions of system (4.2) /2/. Finally, we note that for a given 
p>O the quantity E,(f)>0 can be taken asonlyone for all i; therefore, takingintoaccount 
the convergence of the solution of problem (4.2) to the solution of problem (4.1), we can take 
operator (4.3) as the operator Ci. 

For simplicity let phase constraints be absent and let M= W(e). Then, allowing for 
the estimate of convergence rate in Condition 5 (of the order of y.h"') and the estimate of 
the mismatch between the motion and the guide in Condition 6, in Theorem 4.1 as applied to the 
given case we can take 

i > y1 i e?, 0 < 6 < &.E I i2 

where Y: yl. YZ are positive constants explicitly determinable from 10, b, c. ~,v and M. 
In the example given it is not difficult to verify Conditions l-3 wherein as the operat- 

or Ai we can take the polynomial interpolation operator , while Condition 3 is satisfied as in 
/2/. For system (4.1) in the game consisting of Problemsl.l and 1.2 an alternative is valid. 
The constructions carried out in this example can be extended to certain classes of hyper- 
bolic systems. 

The author thanks IU. S. Osipov for posing the problem and attention to the work and 
acknowledges A. V. Kriashimskii for useful talks. 
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